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Nerak Wiese appoints new Head of Projects
In response to growing demand for its vertical elevation solutions, Nerak
Wiese has expanded its team with the appointment of Simon Barrett as
Head of Projects.
A graduate in Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering from the University of
Portsmouth and a member of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE), Simon
is highly qualified for the role. As Head of Projects, he will be responsible for the
project management of a wide range of vertical conveying solutions for clients
handling both unit loads and bulk solids. Commented John Oakley, Managing
Director of Nerak Wiese, “We’re delighted to welcome Simon to the team. He brings
with him a wealth of experience in the design and delivery of bespoke engineering
solutions.”

Simon Barrett

Simon Barrett joins Brecon-based Nerak Wiese from his role as Design Manager for
the world-leading fluid clarification specialist, Pall Europe Ltd, prior to which he was a
Project Manager for the same company. A keen hockey player and triathlete, Simon
is not short of energy or enthusiasm. “I’m really looking forward to the challenge of
applying my engineering and management skills in new sectors of industry,” he said.
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About Nerak Wiese
Nerak Wiese is a UK-based engineering company that specialises in the design, development
and installation of conveyor systems. Offering both modular systems and bespoke solutions,
Nerak Wiese has the design expertise and engineering skills to solve diverse material
handling problems. Strengthened by over 40 years’ experience, the company’s solutions and
service benefit customers throughout Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia, India
and Australasia
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